
In This TeachSheet We Will Explore:

 

I. The Greek origin and etymology of Ecclesia

 

II. The cosmic purpose of the Church

 

III. Our Legislative, Judicial and Executive

authority in the Heavens

 

IV. Governance with God and the secret

meaning of Luke 9:58

 

V. Individual and cosmic implications of the

ecclesia embracing its call to transdimensional

participation.

 

VI. Activations 
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TITLE:  ECCLESIA

AUTHOR:  MARK T .  WHITTEN

STUDENT: TEACHER:

Discover God's dream for
uniting His people into a
Heavenly Governmental Body
that co-creates a better world.



To inform believers of the origin and intention of the New Testament

usage of the word ECCLESIA to define the corporate body of

believers in the Kingdom of God, for the purpose of calling them into

a higher function and purpose.

To expand individual and corporate understanding of the Kingdom of

God and how it calls and enables us to function in multi-dimensional

roles.

To increase hunger and fascination in the Kingdom of God as sons

and daughters of God.

To encourage individuals to zealously seek-out their scroll of destiny

in order to birth/bring-forth a particular facet (or facets) of the

glory/dream of God in the Earth.

Section I and II

Break (5 min.)

Section III

Break (10 min.)

QnA

Section IV

Break (5 min.)

Section V

Lunch

QnA

Activation A

Break (5 min.)

Activation B

Closure (testimony, prayer, ministry, survey)

Instructor Bio/Intro :: 

 

Purpose of the Course:: 

 

Schedule and Outline::

 

 

Classroom Protocol/Housekeeping::
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declare war

discuss military strategy

elect officials 

vote on decrees and treaties

hold officials accountable

ratify laws

ORIGIN :: 

The word ecclesia originates from the Greek city-state of Athens, the

birthplace of Democracy.  It was the term used for the populous

governing body of the city-state.  This assembly, open to all male

citizens of 30 years of age or more, convened in an open assembly

periodically throughout the year to:

 

 

Participation in the ecclesia was mandatory for qualified individuals

and absence was a punishable crime.  The ecclesia was the major,

legislative and executive body for the city-state.

 

The Ecclesia transcended above any class-station, ethnicity, job

function, economic status and or role in society.  Members of the

Ecclesia were the key stakeholders for the city-state. Their decisions,

actions and inactions decided the condition and fate of the nation.

 

ETYMOLOGY :: 

Greek: ekklesia 

from ek, out from and to. 

from kaleo, summoned, invited, called to participate in, to have a voice

and a name, to command and bring order.

 

First Mention: Matthew 16:18 "...and on this rock I will build my church,

and the gates of Hades will not overcome it."

 

Significance: The Church is NOT a building, an institution, a

congregation, a synagogue or a movement.  It is a transdimensional

legislative, judicial and executive body chosen by God to bring the

cosmos into divine order according to the dream of God's heart.
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God's original plan was to bring order and beauty to the entire cosmos

in partnership with mankind. In Genesis 2:1 we read "Thus the heavens

and the earth, and all the host of them, were finished."  However, we

know that the work was not completely finished in the sense that there

was nothing left to be done.  

 

A more accurate understanding of the Creator's "finished" work is "an

end to a beginning".  For a few verses earlier, His eternal instruction

was to "Be fruitful...multiply...fill...subdue...and have dominion."  God's

original intention was for man to cultivate the heavenly garden He had

planted in Eden and cause it to spread throughout Eden and into the

four corners of the Earth (and beyond) through mankind.

 

We must understand that the garden is a heavenly portal through which

the Kingdom of Heaven can invade and influence the Earth.  When

Adam fell, the portal was closed and mad inaccessible to mankind

causing the earth to languish and fall further into darkness.

 

In the New Covenant, God's original intention was restored through the

second Adam, Jesus Christ, and the portal was once again opened.

This time the garden was planted in the Heart of Heaven's Son and all

those who believe in Him now have access to the eternal dimension.

 

Not only were believers granted access to the Kingdom of Heaven, we

were given roles and responsibilities to restore order to all of creation.

Through Christ our mandate was restored.  Not only that, upon

regeneration, our DNA was transformed into light particles which

enable us to act as messenger and gateways of God's glory to the

corporeal dimension. 

 

As His body, we too, have become transdimensional.  In other words,

we exist in more than one place at a time, just as He does.  Just as

electrons have a higher probability of being in one place than another.

 

We are called to be co-creators for aeons.  Earth is the cradle where

we learn to develop our skills to reform the cosmos as sons of God. 
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Legislative ExecutiveJudicial

Three - Fold Role of the Ecclesia
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His government and peace

There will be no end to its increase

"For unto us a Son is given...of the increase of His government and

peace, there will be no end." ~Isaiah 9:6-7

Notice: 

 

We are that government, along with Godhead, the sentient beings, the

angelic hosts and other disembodied saints.  We are the Ecclesia.  The

ruling body of the cosmos.  Whether we want that responsibility or not,

it is our role and our calling. How well we rule is dependent upon our

ability to discern the heart of God in intimate communion with Him.

 

There is no Kingdom of Darkness.  There is only a kingdom in darkness,

because the Sons of light (1 Thes. 5:5)  it only remains in darkness to

the degree that we choose not to participate in ruling and reigning. 

 

Eternity is not a time period, it is a place.  Eternity is a dimension that

we have not only been granted access to, but a place where we

participate in the activities of Heaven so that we can usher its reality

into the corporeal realm.

 

Our access and participation in eternity enables us to disrupt the

status quo of a kingdom in darkness and be catalysts to create a

better world.  As sons and daughters of illumination, we bring order

and righteousness to the earth and beyond.

 

Legislative Function:  Because the laws of God are written on our

hearts and minds (Hebrews 10:16) we are able to manifest those laws

into righteous works.  As believers, our communion with God intensifies

our connection to and understanding of those laws which allows us to

discern right from wrong in our world and take appropriate action

according to those laws.  We also "write" those invisible laws into our

relationships, communities, economies, governments and creations.  In

other words, we transpose heaven's laws into earthly realm.
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judge the world

judge small matters

judge angels

world/universe (greek kosmos)

small matters (practical issues in the earth)

angelic and sentient beings 

Learning to Judge begins with judging ourselves.  Removing the

plank in our own eye first.  "For if we would judge ourselves, we

would not be judged." (1 Corinthians 11:31) Judgement begins with

the house of God (1 Peter 4:17).  Are we not to judge those inside? (1

Cor.5:12) Jesus didn't say not to remove the speck...

Learning to judge as God judges always leads to and from love. "But

when we are judged, we are chastened by the Lord, that we may not

be condemned with the world." (1 Corinthians 11:31) Godly judgment

always leads to life, it is not condemnation which can often be

mistaken for "judgment".

Judicial Function

"Do you not know that the saints will judge the world?  And if the world

will be judged by you, are you unworthy to judge the smallest matters?   

Do you not know that we will judge angels? 1 Corinthians 6:2-3

 

Our Judicial Responsibility as the Ecclesia

Our judicial function involves trans-dimensional realities. 

 

We must embrace our call and responsibility to judge, for we will be

doing it in the ages and/or dimensions to come.  Remember: eternity is

not a linear time period; its a place. 

 

1.

2.

 

There exists an elaborate court system in the Kingdom of God, in which

we are called to participate.  Again, our ability to understand and

function in these realms is dependent upon our level of communion and

participation with God. (See "COURTS" TeachSheet)

 

NOTES/QUESTIONS: 
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we have been enfolded into or absorbed into the life of Christ

we have ascended into perfection and authority in the Heavenly

dimension

we are co-seated with Him at the Father's right hand of authority. The

right hand is the place of power and execution or enforcement.  By being

at the right hand of the Father, we have become co-administrators or

chief executives in the Heavenly realm.

Heavenly places (note the plural)  

Executive Function

The responsibility of an executive is to execute, administrate and/or enforce

legislation and judicial decrees.  Without executive power, laws and decrees

would have no formulation.

 

As Christ's body, we serve as His chief executives in the earth.  That means

that we are responsible for bringing Heaven's laws and judicial decrees to

earth through our prayers, our words and our actions.  We know that Christ

ultimately wins, but we are those called to fight for His will to be birthed

into this dimension.  

 

Those who are faithful in this present reality (those who choose to function

now in the alloted future roles of the Kingdom of God, will be given higher

positions of authority as we progress into future ages (see Revelation for the

promises for those who "conquers, endures, holds fast, etc.")  Mike Bickle

says, "Make no mistake, there will be rank and reward in Heaven."  Why not

start operating in the place of executive authority that you already possess?

 

"...He united us into the very life of Christ and saved us by his wonderful

grace!   He raised us up with Christ the exalted One,  and we ascended

with him into the glorious perfection and authority  of the heavenly

realm, for we are now co-seated as one with Christ!

We are seated with Him in Heavenly places." Ephesians 2:5-6 TPT

 

Note:

This suggests that there are not only multiple places from which we

rule with Christ, there are multiple roles and functions that we have

been called out from and to: ecclesia.

 

[Turn Questions in for QnA before break]
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Did you know that you are part of the trinity?

 

The early church fathers called this reality “Totus Christus” or the total

Christ, which included not only the head who is Jesus, but his body,

which is you.  So, Scripture is not just speaking metaphorically when we

are seated with Him in Heavenly places.  We are actually there,

because we have been absorbed into His being. 

 

We have become partakers of His divine nature (2 Peter 1:4).  In other

words, we have become by grace what He is by nature.  The Eastern

Orthodox call this Theosis.  God became man so that man could

become god.

 

He has written eternity in our hearts. Eternity is not a time per say; it is

a place or dimension of the Father's desire, where His sons and

daughters sit with Him to co-shape a better world.  

 

We will govern with God to the degree that we are familiar with His

desire. 

 

Jesus is building a government that displaces all governments. 

 

Daniel 2 speaks of a mountain which is a Kingdom, which is a

government:   “You watched while a stone was cut out with hands,

which struck the image on its feet and broke… [the image] into pieces…

and was swept away like chaff…And the stone that struck the image

became a   great mountain and filled the whole earth.”   “And in the

days of these kings, the God of Heaven will set up a kingdom which

shall never be destroyed; it shall break in pieces and consume all these

kingdoms, and it shall stand forever.”

 

We are that mountain.  This is not some distant future mountain.   The

mountain is now (…in the days of these kings the God of Heaven will set

up a kingdom), the mountain is us.  Ecclessia.

 

Notes/Questions:
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"Now it happened as they journeyed on the road, that someone said to

Him, “Lord, I will follow You wherever You go.” And Jesus said to

him,  “Foxes have holes and birds of the air  have nests, but the Son of

Man has nowhere to lay His head.” Luke 9:57-58

 

The Greek or Western way of looking at this Scripture is to view it in

the context of place and linear time.   A fox and a bird need a place

and a time to rest and be safe.  While this is true, A Hebrew would look

at the foxhole and the bird’s nest as a seat of function, namely a place

of reproduction, a place for offspring, a means to perpetuate his

family dynasty.

 

Look at Isaiah 9:6-7:

 

For unto us a Child is born,

Unto us a Son is given;

And the government will be upon His shoulder.

And His name will be called

Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God,

Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.

Of the increase of His government and peace

There will be no end,

Upon the throne of David and over His kingdom,

To order it and establish it with judgment and justice

From that time forward, even forever.

The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this.

 

Colossians 1:18 says, “And he is the head of the body, the church…”

 

So, if the government of the Kingdom of God is upon His shoulders, who

is it upon?  [Us. We are the body.]

 

Jesus is looking for a people, a body, on which He can lay His head of

authority.   He is looking for shoulders upon which He can rest his

government.   This is the mystery kept hidden for ages but is now

revealed to His people: that we are the governing body, the ruling and

reigning entity of the entire cosmos. Name, place, a voice, a function. 

To go on thinking that you are small and don’t matter is a grave

miscalculation of who you truly are.
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Isaiah 2:2-4

 

Now it shall come to pass in the latter days

That the mountain of the Lord’s house

Shall be established on the top of the mountains,

And shall be exalted above the hills;

And all nations shall flow to it.

Many people shall come and say,

“Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,

To the house (confer with 1 Peter 2:5) of the God of Jacob;

He will teach us His ways,

And we shall walk in His paths.”

For out of Zion (confer with Hebrews 12:22, Revelation 21:10 & 21, )

shall go forth the law,

And the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.

He shall judge between the nations,

And rebuke many people;

They shall beat their swords into plowshares,

And their spears into pruning hooks;

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

Neither shall they learn war anymore.

 

It will not be a kingdom of tyranny, it will be a kingdom of partnership

and love.

 

Let’s go back to Luke 9:58 (Foxes and Birds). We’ve heard this Scripture

for centuries and taken it as a justification for being poor.  Some have

even suggested that Jesus was a homeless man. Although this

interpretation fits nicely into the social justice agenda, it’s not

accurate. 

 

Jesus may have lived simply during his travels, but not because he

didn’t have access to accommodations. Just a few verses over in

Chapter 10 he says, “The Father has given me everything.”   (this is an

entirely different seminar - see K-FI Teachsheet)
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They were leaving Samaria after having been rejected by its people.

The disciples want to call down fire.  

He was heading to Jerusalem because His face was set on Jerusalem

His time had come to be received up into His glory (to accomplish

his mission and pass the baton)

No one who looks to the old world, the old system of living is fit to

govern in the new age of the Kingdom. 

Sends out his 70 in teams of two to announce the Kingdom (this is a

recruiting mission for his new government!) 

Notice the context (Luke 9:58):

 

“Don’t be elated that evil spirits leave when you say leave.   Rejoice

that your names are written in Heaven.”  Matthew 10:20  

 

When our names are written in Heaven, it’s not just about having a

ticket to paradise. It’s an initiation into an elite (but not exclusive) club

of Universal beings with Heavenly DNA called to govern the cosmos and

co-create with God.  

 

When we are baptized into Christ, our names are written on the roll of

Heaven’s governing body: The Ecclesia.

 

Ecclesia: 

Called-out of normal life to have a name, a voice, a function.
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Name Voice Function

Your Heavenly identity: 
Given by God and
revealed in intimacy.
 
Revelation 2:17

Your trans-dimensional
platform to be heard and
transmit the glory of God.
Various roles,
assignments and/or
offices you may hold in
both realities.
-mother
-mayor
-entrepreneur
 
Ephesians 4:11 

Your transdimensional
creative work and/or
commission.  
-leadership
-discipleship
-write books/music
-counsel
-service/helps
 
Ephesians 2:10 



NOW.  Our job is to come into the Mountain, and discover our role and

function in this Kingdom. 

 

Our roles and our assignments may vary during our corporeal life

on earth, however, as we grow and mature in the Kingdom, our function

will begin to take shape and become an overarching theme in our lives.

 

For example, our role on earth may be student, plumber, firefighter,

entrepreneur, coder, dentist, etc. 

 

Our function within those roles and/or our Kingdom/governmental

activity may be that of teaching, administration, generosity, prophetic,

leadership, creativity, etc. 

 

I love the example of Susanna Wesley, mother of John and Charles

Wesley (founders of Methodism and leaders in America’s first great

awakening- a nationwide revival in the 1700s.)

 

Her role or assignment was mother to John and Charles and their 9

other brothers and sisters (who all became writers or ministers). 

Her function was discipleship.  Known as the mother of methodism.

 

Let’s look at Ephesians 4:15

 

“…we are to grow in every way into Him – the Anointed One, the

head. He joins and holds everything together the whole body with its

ligaments providing support needed so each part works to its proper

design to form a healthy, growing, and mature body that builds itself

up in love.”

 

We must begin making the transition from asking God to help us in

navigating from problem to problem in our little worlds to join Him in

what He is doing and has already done.
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“…[those]who join themselves to the Lord, to serve Him, And to love the

name of the Lord, to be His servants…And holds fast My covenant…Even

them I will  bring into My holy mountain, And make them joyful in

My house of prayer.” Isaiah 56:6-7 

 

The word prayer here is from the Greek root word palal which means

to intercede, to arbitrate, mediate or make judgment.

 

God wants to bring us into the place of blissful participation in

government.  A place where our name and our voice carries

such a weight that it shifts atmospheres, creates substance, and bends

reality to conform it to God’s dream for a better world. 

 

Earlier in Isaiah 56 it says, “Even to them I will give in  My house and

within My walls a place and a name.”

 

As we grow to discover our roles and functions in the Kingdom of God

and learn to occupy those spaces (multiple roles and functions) where

we already sit with Him, our responsibilities will grow and expand. So,

even though you may be teaching a 2nd-grade class, your

responsibility of governing the cosmos may expand indefinitely.   Who

knows, you may be given a city or ten cities (doesn’t it say something

like that in the Scripture?)

 

We are His government.   It is our responsibility to bring hope, order,

justice, and light into this dimensional reality: His order of

righteousness. It’s why creation is groaning for us to be revealed for

who we really are.

 

Justin Abraham says, “Hurricanes, Earthquakes, floods and famines

are not 'acts of God', they are acts of negligence on the part of the

Ecclesia."

 

Hurricane Dori example. (Where were you when that beast was miles

off our shore waiting destroy us?)
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We are a government prevailing over darkness. We are moved from

above to create, legislate and administrate below.

 

Ian Clayton quote:

 

“The problem with the church is that we have been predominantly

preaching and teaching people how to live a life on earth.   The only

way you can truly live the life of Christ on earth is to understand life in

the Heavens.     Until we learn to take our place in Heaven and rule in

our positions, we will continue to manifest a fallen nature residing in

the face of the earth.”

 

We have to ascend in order to transcend and transform our culture. 

 

Isaiah 60:1-3 says it like this:

 

“Arise (ascend) and shine (reflect and administer) 

the light of God. And the glory of the Lord is risen upon you.

For behold, the darkness shall cover the earth,

And deep darkness the people;

But the Lord will arise over you,

And His glory will be seen upon you. 

The Gentiles shall come to your light,

And kings to the brightness of your rising."

 

This is what it means to disciple nations.
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to the degree in which we choose to participate in the government

of God, 

to the degree with which we join ourselves to God in intimate

communion; 

to the degree that we see ourselves and operate as gates and doors

from one dimension to another.

 

Psalm 24:7-9

 

“Lift up your heads, O you gates

And be lifted up, you everlasting doors 

And the King of glory shall come in.

Who is this King of glory?

The Lord strong and mighty,

The Lord mighty in battle.

Lift up your heads, O you gates!

Lift up, you everlasting doors!

And the King of glory shall come in. 

 

We are the gateways.  We are the doors!

 

(shaar – a gate, a gateway, gatekeepers)

(ptehach – opening, doorway, entrance, portal)

 

[David Hogan "I am the door, the responsibility is mine."]

 

This scripture reminds me of John 1:51 when Jesus says to Nathanael,

“Most assuredly, I say to you, hereafter you shall see heaven open, and

the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man.”

 

The justice of God will be dispensed upon the earth: 

 

Notes/Questions:
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discover the scroll of our destiny (which goes far beyond our

corporeal lifespan and into the ages to come) 

receive the blueprints and plans for:

dismantling the structures of darkness and decay (ie: the gates of

hell)

co-creating a better world 

 

When we take our place in the governing councils of God we will be

equipped to radiate His glory in our spheres of influence.  Isaiah 26:9

“…for when thy judgments are in the earth, the inhabitants of the world

will learn righteousness.”

 

We do this by ascending into His presence in the Kingdom of Heaven so

that we can transcend our world.   

 

In order to be transformed people who transform culture, we have to

respond to the invitation to “come up here”.

 

Revelation 4:1 “After this I looked, and there before me was a door

standing open in Heaven.   And I heard a voice saying, “come up here

and I will show you…”

 

For too long we have asked God to come down and break into our little

worlds to fix our little problems.  

 

It's time for His people to start ascending into the Heavenly realm so

that we can: (How we practically do this is another teaching - see

ASCENSION teachsheets)

 

We have to assume our position and authority as the incubators and

birthers of His dreams for planet earth and beyond.

 

Heaven is looking for a pattern that looks like itself on which to land. 

It’s waiting for an arc of agreement to form on the earth so that new

possibilities can begin to take shape in the cosmos.
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“Your eyes saw my unformed body; all the days ordained  for me were written

in your book before one of them came to be.” Psalm 139:16

Then I said, “Here I am, I have come, it is written about me in the scroll.” Psalm

40:7

Jeremiah 29:11 “For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord. 

“We have become his poetry, a re-created people that will fulfill the destiny

he has given each of us, for we are joined to Jesus, the Anointed One. Even

before we were born, God planned in advance  our destiny  and the good

works we would do to fulfill it!”  Ephesians 2:10

We have to access the plans, the books written for us and about us… 

 

 

 

 

 

He has the plans, the blueprints for our lives, written in scrolls.   It’s our

responsibility to go get them and find out what they say so that we can adjust

our lives accordingly.

 

We stand in the Gap between what could be and that which is.  

 

How many dreams of God have not been landed? 

How many dreams have been delayed because we don’t know who we are in Him

(not only as individuals but as a corporate body)?

 

We overcome by blood of the Lamb AND the scroll of our testimony.  We

overcome and conquer in this lifespan by knowing our purpose and destiny and

partnering with Christ to fulfill it and bring Him glory in the Earth.

 

Closing Verse: 

He raised us up with Christ the exalted One, and we ascended with him into the

glorious perfection and authority  of the heavenly realm, for we are now co-

seated[a] as one with Christ!  Epheshians 2:5-7 TPT

The Message goes on to say in verse 7, that “He’s got us where He wants us…”

 

Now, what are you going to do about it?

 

[Turn Questions in for QnA before Lunch]
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Zechariah 5:2 says, "I looked again, and there before me was a flying scroll." IN

this context, the Lord sent out this flying scroll to enter into a house to

accomplish His purpose. The word scroll here is the same Hebrew word used in

Psalm 40:7 "Then I said, "Here I am, I have come, it is written about me in the

scroll." (Confer with Psalm 139:16) "All the days ordained for me were written in

your book before one of them came to be."

 

Speaker: In a moment we're going to go into a time of quiet and

contemplative worship.  I'm going to ask you to close you eyes in a moment

and engage your imagination, as I read these verses over you again. 

 

Speaker: As the music begins to play, I want you to get comfortable and

position yourself in a posture of receiving.  I will read the verses in a

moment and give you some guided instruction.  When I am finished, I want

you to hold the images that you formed in your mind and hold them before

the Lord as you continue to soak in HIs presence.  This is not an active time

of praise so to speak, rather a time of soaking in His goodness, feeling

gratitude and listening for His voice, looking for His messaging.

 

[Music begins, allow some time to settle into the Presence.]

 

Speaker:  Read the above verses softly and slowly.

 

Speaker:  Now, I want you to imagine that there is a scroll, perhaps there

are more than one, a scroll handwritten by the Father.  The scroll is gently

flying from the Heavens, making its way toward you.  It has a life of its own,

because in it are the very words of God.  The Living Word.  The scroll has

your name inscribed upon it.  There is a seal on the scroll. And only the Lion

of the tribe of Judah can break it.  Now, the scroll comes to rest in front of

you, just within reach.  Take hold of the scroll.  Examine it.  Your destiny is

written within.  Forgetting what is behind and pressing forward to that

which is and will be, that high calling of God enfolded in the life of Christ

is waiting to be discovered. 

 

Selah
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Speaker: It contains not only the number of your days in this life span, but 

the destiny of your life. This scroll is an eternal scroll.  It not only spans this

lifetime, but continues on into the next age and the next.  Now take the scroll

and hand it to Jesus.  Surrender your destiny and your eternal future into His

beautiful, nail-scarred hands so that He can break the seal and show you your

purpose.   Watch as He gently breaks the red-waxed seals of the scroll and

unravels it to reveal the burning and shining words of the Father's dream for

your life come alive.

 

Selah

 

Speaker: The one who knows you better than yourself, gently hands you the

opened, shining scroll with the bright and burning words on it.

 

Speaker: You take the scroll in your hands, with great gratitude in your heart.

And you begin to look.  And you begin to to see images of your life, your

experience, your relationships, your sufferings, your joys, your talents, your

abilities and giftings all weaving together to form a master plan, your

destiny...

 

Speaker: Let it unfold as you take note of the images that may be coming to

your mind. Notice the feelings you are experiencing.  And trust that you have

not been abandoned to yourself.  It's not all on you.  You are supremely cared

for.  You are watched over at every moment, at every turn.  

 

Selah

 

Speaker: You have been swept-up into the great and mysterious plan of the

grand weaver who loves you well and loves you deeply.  He is revealing this

plan, piece by precious piece.

 

Still present, take the scroll and put it into your belly.  You can eat it or

absorb it.  It is now yours.  You have reached out by faith, and taken the gift

of the Father.  The seals have been broken and the pages revealed to your

spirit.  You have received the scroll of your destiny into your inmost being. 

 Embracing it, as The Father's good will for your life.  

 

Selah
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Speaker: Now, take these closing moments to express your gratitude to God as

you rest in His presence, trusting in His goodness for your life.

 

Selah

 

Speaker:  Open your eyes now.  Congratulations, you've done the hard part.  

Now, In the coming days, weeks and months, your destiny will begin to reveal

itself to your conscious mind and start manifesting itself in various way.  You will

start to get a clearer picture of your life and what it's been leading up to to this

point.  You may even be presented with opportunities for actionable steps that

you need to take with discernment and council.  But get ready!  Things are about

to start shifting forward.  Now, destiny is a process.  Some of us have quite a bit

of healing and training to accomplish before we can fully step into our destiny,

but you will now start to have a clearer picture and understanding for many of

the things that unfold in your life. You will start to see that things were not just

happening to you, but happening for you.

 

[Here is an appropriate time for people to break into 2's or 3's and share their

experiences with one another.  It is also appropriate if people had rather be

alone to journal their experience.  If time permits, allow certain ones to share

the testimony of their experience to the entire group]
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In His book, Let Your Life Speak, Parker Palmer says, "Before you tell you life

what you intend to do with it, listen for what it intends to do with you.   Listening

is what we do when we go inward, into the Kingdom within.  When we listen, we

listen not only to the voice of God, we listen to our hearts.  When those two

voices intertwine in loving communion, our true vocation/ and calling begins to

emerge. 

 

Fredrick Buechner defines our true calling/vocation as "...the place where your

deep gladness meets the world's deep need."

 

It's easy to get this admonition reversed in our psyche and lose its magic. Notice

that he places "our deep gladness" before "the world's deep need".  In

Buechner's wisdom, he communicates as Jesus did when He says, "For the poor

you have with you always..." In other words, the world will always have great

needs, and there are countless causes and invitations that we could acceptto

ease the world of its suffering...inumerable ideologies that we could embrace,

and doctrines we could champion, in an attempt to make the world a better

place.  But there are few things, perhaps even one thing, that makes us most

glad.  This place of intersection is where we will likely find our true vocation.

Where the scroll of destiny begins to speak.

 

Palmer cautions, "My youthful understanding of 'Let Your Life Speak' led me to

conjure up the highest values I could imagine and then try to conform my life to

them whether they were mine or not."  

 

Even our best intentions to be great people should be considered dangerous if

they are not fashioned from our true self, which can only be found in communion

with God.

 

It's important to note that our identity is never found in our achievements, our

roles or even our vocational calling/function.  However, finding our calling and

purpose will help to complete the picture and bring greater understanding to our

lives.  

 

In the coming age, they will not ask us, "Why did you not become Enoch, Elijah,

Paul, or Bill Johnson, Nancy Cohen, Kim Walker or Darren Davis?"  They will ask us,

"Why did you not become you?"
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 When I dismiss you, take your DREAMSHEET, and find a comfortable place. I

want you to take some time to engage with your heart.  This is part of

unfolding the scroll and reading it.  And I want you to ask yourself these two

questions:

So here is our final activation, now that you've been equipped with the

knowledge and understanding of how important you are in co-creating with God

for a better world...how vital your individual role is in bringing order to the

cosmos, in this lifespan and in the ages to come.

 

Often times, in the process of dreaming/co-creating [aside: did you know that

anything you can think, you can touch with your hands?  Every material object

that you see around you started off as a thought.  Our thoughts, mingled with

faith can become a quantum material, confer Hebrews 11:1], we allow negative

thoughts, what-ifs, obstacles, excuses and practical considerations to interrupt

our dreamscape and often times, abort our co-creative process with God. 

 

God is a Dreamer.  He loves a challenge.  He loves to do the impossible through

us, and with us.

 

It's important to note that our identity is never found in our achievements, our

roles or even our vocational calling/function.  However, finding our calling and

purpose will help to complete the picture and bring greater understanding to our

lives.  

 

1.

 

1.  What makes me deeply glad? (What do I love most?)

2. What would I do with my life if time, resources, and ability were of no

consequence?

 

 

"I admit that I haven’t yet acquired the absolute fullness that I’m

pursuing, but I run with passion  into his abundance  so that I may

reach the purpose that Jesus Christ has called me to fulfill and

wants me to discover." -Philippians 3:12 (TPT)
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Your dream does not need to monetize! 

If you want to do it all, start with the thing you love most. 

If you don't know where to start or what to dream, start with what makes you

feel happy.  Examine your SHAPE (Spiritual gifts, Heart (or desires),

Abilities/talents, Personality, and life Experience)

As your'e engaging this, be vigilant to take every negative thought, every limiting

belief, every practical or financial consideration captive and put it to the side.

JUST DREAM!  Open your scroll, invite Holy Spirit into the process and co-create

a better world together.  A world where your deepest gladness meets the world's

deep need.  Remember though, start with your deep gladness (consider the

proverbial airplane oxygen mask example - to truly love our neighbors well, we

have to love ourselves well).

 

A few notes to help:

 

[20 minutes of silence and space - perhaps some soft music/worship playing]

 

Come together.  How was it?  

 

So you've got your dream (and if you're struggling with your dream, or if you have

a multiplicity of things you want to do, that's okay.  You can take this home). 

 

So, You've got your dream and you're feeling good.  Currently, your dream should

be divorced from any obstacles, what-ifs, financial or time concerns, how will it

monetize?, etc.  I want to encourage you to keep that dream incubated from

those things for at least two-three months.  You are not allowed to think:  "How

is this going to happen?"  You are being confined to the end result for now.  

 

This is vital to creating the substance of faith.  Our thoughts become reality, but

our dreams are thwarted when we get in the way of those thoughts becoming a

substance through faith.  
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Dreams must have an incubation period in order to form substance. When we

start thinking of all the obstacles, we take away from the creative energy that is

happening through faith.  So, I repeat, you are only allowed to think about the

end result of your dream for the next 2-3 months, until you can actually go into

your dream for a visit.  (And we're going to do one more exercise at the end for

homework that will help solidify your dreamscape.  Are we agreed?

 

 

Now it's time to share.  Our dreams are intricately woven into our participation

with other people in the Kingdom.  Your open door, opportunity, connection,

added insight, help, partnership is one of interdependence.   The more you share

your dream with, the more possibilities and actionable steps begin to appear.

 

You may think that your dream seems silly or utterly impossible or stupid, but this

is not the case.  Your dream is something that God has placed within you to

accomplish with Him on the earth.  You may want to dress up like a pirate and

travel to festivals all over the country building relationships with other weird

people and sharing the Gospel along the way.  You may want to create

software, or sew quilts, become a fishing guide, design clothing, write movie

scripts, pastor children, or become a billionaire philanthropist.  

 

It doesn't matter, because whatever you dream, there will be people in need of

the expression of God's glory in you.  In fact, every dream, whether it's public

speaking, travel planning, language acquisition,  trading cryptocurrencies, or

manufacturing plastic trinkets,   can be a vein of outreach discipleship, and

creative beauty that allows the multi-faceted glory of God to shine through to a

world in deep need.  

 

Share 

[Invite 3-5 people to share their dream with the entire audience]
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[Now have one final break-out of 10 minutes and require each participant to

share their dream with at least 3 people with a goal for sharing with 5 - Barbara

Shaarar calls this portion the "Idea Party"]

 

Did anyone have an "ah-ha" moment they would like to share that they had

during the break-out?  Any connections made or ideas exchanged? Sometimes

the simple act of cross-pollination can lead to beautiful outcomes.

 

Final assignment for the activation:  Homework (See Dreamscape Sheet)
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DREAMSHEET

 

I. Dream Formation

 

"The place where God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness meets

the world's deep need." -Fredrick Buechner 

 

A. What makes me deeply glad?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

B.  What would I do with my life if time, resources, and ability were not

obstacles?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

II.  Sharing Notes/Contacts/Ideas etc.:
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DREAMSHEET p.2

 

III. Homework.  

 

Setting: It's winter, 2025/2030 (or 5/10 years from today - If you're in your teens

or twenties pick ten years, if your 30's or above you can opt for 5 years) and you

are in the middle of a most remarkable life.  You are living your dream life,

fulfilling your scroll of destiny and bringing glory to God because you are fully

alive.

 

Assignment:  Craft a document describing, in detail, one day in the life of your

remarkable life,  5 or 10 years from now.  From waking to bedtime, describe the

place, the smells, the furniture, the sheets,  the weather, the feelings, the

activities, the people, your career, do you have  kids/grandkids? pets?, the

everything, in fine detail.

 

Write with your whole heart.  Dream big!  With no fear.  You don't have to share

it with anyone.  But you do have to take it out and read it once a year.  Write like

your life depends upon it, because it does.

 

 

"I admit that I haven’t yet acquired the absolute fullness that I’m pursuing, but I

run with passion  into his abundance  so that I may reach the purpose that Jesus

Christ has called me to fulfill and wants me to discover." 

-Paul
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The Book of Enoch Ethiopic Version

Justin Abraham COBH (Beyond Human, Company of Burning Hearts

Podcast)

Ian Clayton (Sons of Thunder)

And David Perceived He Was King by Dale Mast

Barbara Sher YOUTUBE, barabarasher.com

Bill Johnson 

Rick Joyner (The Final Quest, The Call, The Torch and the Sword,

Visions of the Harvest)

Supernatural Transportation by Michael Van Vlymen

Other TeachSheets, Videos, Blog Posts and books by Mark T. Whitten

at marktwhitten.com
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S C R I P T U R E  R E F E R E N C E S

Matthew 16:18

Genesis 2:1

Isaiah 9:6-7

1 Thessalonians 5:5

Hebrews 10:16

1 Corinthians 6:2-3

1 Corinthians 11:31

1 Peter 4:17

1 Corinthians 5:12

Revelation 2:7,11,17,26-28

Revelation 3:5, 11-12, 21

Ephesians 2:5-6

2 Peter 1:4

Daniel 2: 34-35,44-45

Luke 9:57-58

Isaiah 9:6-7

Colossians 1:18

Isaiah 2:2-4

Colossians 1:18

Isaiah 2:2-4

1 Peter 2:5

Hebrews 12:22

Revelation 21:10&21

Ephesians 4:11-16

Ephesians 2:10

Ephesians 4:15

Isaiah 56:6-7

Isaiah 60:1-3

Psalm 24:7-9

Isaiah 26:9

Revelation 4:1

Psalm 139:16

Psalm 40:7

Jeremiah 29:11

Ephesians 2:10

Ephesians 2:5-7
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